War rape: Is justice being done?
Soldiers go on trial in the first case of its kind in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
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It is a crime that the United Nations says represents a stain on our collective conscience, and one that grows with each new rape committed. Sexual violence is endemic in society in general, but it is as a weapon of war that the crime has gone largely unpunished.


It declared that “Rape and other forms of sexual violence can constitute war crimes, crimes against humanity or a constitutive act with respect to genocide.”.

So what is being done to combat sexual violence, and seek justice for victims of rape as a weapon of war?

Presenter: Mike Hanna

Guests:

Zainab Hawa Bangura - the UN special representative on Sexual Violence in Conflict.

Victoria Dove Dimandja - co-founder of the Congolese Women’s Group in the UK, and who runs the It Must Stop Campaign.

Brigid Inder - executive director of the Women’s Initiative for Gender Justice.
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Video: Rape rampant in DR Congo war
More than 5,000 cases of rape reported in South Kivu province in six months.

Rape in DR Congo: A 'weapon of war'
Why does sexual violence go largely unpunished in the country and should the UN hold the perpetrators accountable?
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Lost childhoods: Nigeria's fear of 'witchcraft' ruins young lives

Many Pentecostal churches in the Niger Delta offer to deliver people from witchcraft and possession - albeit for a fee.
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Death from above: Every Saudi coalition air raid on Yemen

Since March 2015, Saudi Arabia and a coalition of Arab states have launched more than 19,278 air raids across Yemen.
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The Forgotten Heroes of Empire

People & Power investigates the UK's scandalous neglect of its colonial-era African soldiers.
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Sudan's ruling military council promises new civilian government but protesters demand immediate transfer of power.
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Algerians take to the streets as anger mounts at interim leader
Police in Algiers try to disperse protesters angry at alleged attempts by Bouteflika allies to stay in power.
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Rwanda: From hatred to reconciliation

The story of the 1994 Rwandan genocide told through the prism of the media, exploring their role then and now.
Malaysia: Najib Speaks

101 East interviews Malaysia's former Prime Minister Najib Razak.
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Walk in their Shoes
People & Power follows two migrant caravans as they head through Mexico to the US border.
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